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This is part four of five in the Shopkeeper Killer series. Thus far, prosperous Harrisburg is cowering in fear after suffering a “retail rampage” of three “merchant murders” in a five-month span.

2 teen girls served up as suspects in 4th Harrisburg ‘merchant murder’

Employees accused of misconduct at the Department of Homeland Security could face more stringent penalties under an overhaul announced Thursday that follows complaints about the ...

Homeland Security tightens scrutiny of internal misconduct

Officials in the Caribbean island of St. Maarten arrested them in June 2015, but they fled that country while out on bond, a federal law enforcement ... and Coast Guard inspectors had told Jones ...

Two Keys dive boat owners disappeared after a woman died 11 years ago. They’ve returned

“This car gets use out of the turbo–more than certain law enforcement agencies, I think, would appreciate.” Q: Sweet ride. What’s your name and where are you from? A: Bob. I live out in ...

DEFEND YOUR RIDE: Bob At Cliff Bell’s

Another male caller asked if he had left his bank card in a police car the previous evening ... handlers so that they can provide an almost instant response for people who find themselves in ...

Man calls 999 after waiting 30 minutes for pizza

As an investor, using index funds is one of the best things you can do because it allows you to achieve instant diversification ... increases more than in the previous year because the money ...

4 Tips That Will Make You a Smarter Investor

Meanwhile, with crime a hot-button issue in the upcoming midterm elections, moderate Democrats are more likely to call for additional money for law enforcement ... by a deputy inspector who ...

'Defund the Police' Is Dead But Other Reform Efforts Thrive In U.S. Cities

To participate, submit your response here by June 24 at 9 a.m. Eastern. This week’s winners will be announced on July 6. By The Learning Network Memes and mental health, book bans and biking ...

The Learning Network

Arredondo’s account and records obtained by the Times were published Thursday as law enforcement and state ... have also made frequent corrections to previous statements, and no information ...

Uvalde school police chief defends Texas shooting response

A twice-sanctioned nurse continues to operate an unregulated boarding home in Castle Hills despite two previous criminal ... Foster’s own comments to law enforcement paint a troubling picture ...

‘Garbage, filth, rot’: Records paint troubling picture of nurse who runs unregulated Castle Hills nursing home

“I wouldn’t say it was instant, but … I think the happy hours are really starting to build,” Armstrong said. “We’re seeing more and more return guests and local faces.” But whether such offerings ...

Foodstuff: Making a real meal out of it

The PTI made the request in an instant plea ... with reference to the enforcement of fundamental rights. The federal government, all four provincial governments and the inspector generals of ...

PTI seeks SC help to stop govt interference in 2nd long march

Representation pic The lack of strict regulatory norms and near-inability of the police in tracking down rogue recovery agents have led to an explosion of instant loan mobile applications over the ...

How Covid-19 pandemic gave Chinese money mafia a free run in India

You can have the same fun as a Camaro/Mustang with 4doors and with out the dirty looks from law enforcement. Used Estimated monthly payment of . Based on a vehicle price of $42,998, on a 72 month ...
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